
 

Report from data anywhere in the world… 

The ProSoft® PLX51-DLplus-232 Data Logger performs robust data logging from industrial 

devices such as PLCs.  The data is retrieved from the devices using multiple methods 

provided by ProSoft®.  

XLReporter® turns raw data into actionable information by automatically retrieving the 

data, putting it into easy-to-grasp reports and dashboards and delivering them to the 

right people, at the right time. 

 

 

 



 

Reports at your Fingertips 

COLLECT DATA 
The ProSoft PLX51 collects data from local or remote 

devices using Ethernet/IP or Modbus and makes it 

available over a local network or from a cloud service.  

The volume of data can be controlled using time and 

value deadbands.  

 

SYNCHRONIZE DATA 
XLReporter’s ProSoft connector periodically 

synchronizes all new data in the PLX51 to a database of 

your choice e.g., Microsoft SQL Server, or MySQL. For 

online applications, the transfer uses secure methods, 

with no exposure to the internet (no public IP). 

 

PRODUCE REPORTS 
The stored data is used to create reports from “out-of-

box” templates or custom reports using the XLReporter 

Design Studio or the Microsoft Excel plug-in. 

Reports are produced automatically using XLReporter’s 

built-in scheduler or on-demand from devices 

supporting a web browser such as a tablet or phone. 

 

DISTRIBUTE REPORTS 
Reports are distributed as workbooks, encrypted PDF, 

web pages, CSV files and XML files by email, SMS, FTP 

server, local/network printer and file server.  

XLReporter’s web portal makes access to reports across 

the Enterprise using any device with a web browser. 

Why use XLReporter? 

✓ Increase efficiency and product quality. 

✓ Provide reports and dashboards for management. 

✓ Decrease operational and travel costs. 

✓ Perform proactive maintenance. 

✓ Improve machine and device uptime. 

✓ Connect to a several devices in multiple locations. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Gather raw process data from 

local and remote devices and turn it 

into actionable information.” 



XLReporter offers stunning reports across the 

organization for people to monitor the key trends and 

relationships that drive their processes. 

Reporting - Where Less is More 

-  Less costly to buy, design and implement. 
-  More familiar design environment. 
-  Less rework of existing reports. 
-  More data connectors to disparate data sources. 
-  More fully functional “out-of-box” templates. 

 

Reports for Everyone 

XLReporter is the complete solution for designing, 

creating, scheduling, viewing and sharing reports within 

your organization. 

The product is priced for everyone and seamlessly 

integrates into any existing system. No executive 

decisions or additional hardware required. 

Utilize Your Existing Skills 

Design templates quickly in the familiar environment of 

a workbook application either in the standalone Design 

Studio, provided as a plug-in to Microsoft Excel. Take 

full advantage of all the features of a workbook, such as 

data validation, charts, formulas and formatting. Import 

your existing Excel forms or any that have been 

provided by a government agency. 

The Template Library offers over 50 out-of-box 

templates to get you results in minutes, guaranteed!  

Background Reporting 

Produce reports as workbooks, PDF documents and 

web pages. The scheduler produces reports 

automatically in the background, on time or on process 

events. No touchup or rework is needed to achieve 

highly polished results because the report reflects 

exactly what was designed in the template. 

Completed reports are distributed by email and FTP, to 

printers, file servers and mobile devices. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

Empower Your Team 
Spread the reporting power of XLReporter throughout 

your organization using consistently formatted reports 

and forms from one central location. 

Install the lightweight reporting components from a 

web browser and you are ready to produce, view, print, 

email and share reports. User access is secured and 

personalized by user profiles. 

True On-Demand Reporting 

Enter custom setting for a template and generate a 

report on-demand from anywhere on the network. 

When reports are produced, the data sources are not 

directly accessed by team clients, but are made 

available through secure server-side reporting services. 

Response is fast, reliable and suitable for multiple users. 

Take Reports to another Dimension 

XLReporter provides layers of report analysis which 

would otherwise require intense manual effort or 

programming to accomplish. 

Conditional summaries, analytical calculations, runtimes 

and OEE KPIs are just a few examples of the “out of the 

box” capabilities. 

FEATURES 

✓ Over 70 connectors to data sources in industry 

✓ Over 50 out-of-box templates 

✓ Templates built in Design Studio or Excel 

✓ Industrial grade reporting engine 

✓ Report automatically, periodically or on events 

✓ Report on-demand, locally or across the network 

✓ Publish reports as workbooks, web pages or PDF 

✓ Distribute reports by email, web portal or FTP 

Download an evaluation copy at www.SyTech.com. 

 
XLReporter is a registered trademark. All registered names are the property of their respective owners.  
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